GUARDRAIL SECTION ERECTION
INSTRUCTIONS NARROW SPAN SCAFFOLD

GUARDRAIL SECTION ENDFRAMES

GUARDRAILS MIDRAILS

GUARDRAIL SECTION ERECTION INSTRUCTIONS NARROW SPAN SCAFFOLD

LIGHT DUTY 25 LBS./SQ. FT. (500 LBS. MAXIMUM) 1 PERSON PER ALDEK® PLATFORM BOARD. 500 LBS. MAXIMUM PER SCAFFOLD.

MINIMUM BRACE REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS SECTION 1 DIAGONAL, 4 HORIZONTALS

1 READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS SCAFFOLD

WARNING: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY.

2 SET-UP

GUARDRAIL SECTION

A Insert stacking pins of guardrail section frames into sockets on top of vertical posts of frames of section below.

B Position the interlock pin through aligned holes as shown (see Figure a) Be certain that pin securely engages both the upper endframe stacking pin and the lower endframe vertical post. After the pin is engaged, the spring clip should rest flush against the vertical post as shown (see Figure b).

C Attach horizontal braces to frame rungs on both sides of guardrail section to act as guardrails and midrails.

D Move platform to highest level below guardrail section.

CAUTION

READ INSTRUCTION LABEL ON UNDERSIDE OF PLATFORM

OSHA REQUIRES TOEBOARDS, HANDRAIL AND SCREENING

CHECK OSHA & STATE CODES FOR DETAILS OF REQUIREMENT
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